
Dogwood Trail Quilt: 
 
MODA has produced a special line of fabrics to benefit the National Quilt Museum. This wall quilt was 
designed and made by Bettina Havig to showcase the fabrics. You too can make this quilt from the pattern 
and instructions below. 

   
   40”x40” finished size. 
 
Fabric Key and yardage requirements:  
#1 background print --- ¾ yard. 
#2 small pale green print---1/2 yard 
#3 all over dogwood print (there are three color ways… you can use all three or just one in the pieced 
 border---call them # 3a, b, and c)---fat quarters 
#4 large dogwood, white ground---fat quarter 
#5 pink---1/4 yard (full width) 
#6 large dogwood, pink ground---1½ yards  (includes binding) 
#7 green print---fat quarter 
If you prefer one of the other color ways simply substitute. For example , if you prefer the blue ground 
large dogwood make that fabric your #6. 
(Regular quarter yards can substitute for fat quarters) 
 
Center Medallion: 

   



 
   
 
Cutting instructions for center: 
 
A --cut 1- 4 “square, fabric # 2 (small pale green print) 
B—cut  2 of  fabric  #1, background and 2 fabric #2 –4 ¾ “ and subcut on both diagonals.  This will yield 8 
triangles of each fabric. 
C—2 each of #1, background and fabric #3 (all over dogwood print)—4 3/8” This will yield 4 triangles of 
each fabric.  
D—cut 2  6 5/8” squares, fabric #4 ( white large dogwood print) subcut once on diagonal. 
E—cut 4 strips 1 ¾” x 15 ½” fabric #5 (pink),cut in half and in pairs with right sides together, cut 45ºat one 
end. After the triangle corner is assembled trim even.  
F—cut 4  1 ¾” squares, fabric #4 
G—Cut 2 squares 7 7/8” fabric #6, subcut once on the diagonal. 
H—Cut 8 strips 2 ½” x 9 1/4”, fabric #7, in pairs with right sides together, cut 45ºat one end After the 
triangle corner is assembled trim even.  
I—cut 4 squares 2 ½”x 2 ½”  fabric # 4 
 
Hint… stitch the triangle sections including the narrow frame as one unit before attaching 
to the square. 
 
Whole quilt layout: 

   
 
 
 
For Borders:  
 
First border:  Cut 4 strips 2” x 21 ½” fabric #5 and 4 squares 2” x2”, fabric #7 for corners 
 
Pieced Border/Framed squares:  You need 28 Framed squares.  
For each Framed square: 
 
Cut 1  3 3/8” square for each framed square ( a total of 28 squares #3, all the same fabric or a mix of three 
fabrics #3a,b,and c) plus 1  2 7/8” square each of #1 and fabric #2, subcut once . You need 26 squares of 
background (#1) and 30 squares of #2.      
   
note: the corner squares have three triangles of fabric #2 to make the corner turn.  
 
Final Border:  Cut 4 strips 4 ½” x 40 ¾”, miter corners.  



 


